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About This Game

Bombshell is a modern take on the classic minesweeper puzzle game. It features both the classic "Puzzle Mode" and a new
"Panic Mode" where opening empty squares starts a countdown fuse that will detonate the bombs when it runs out unless you
mark all the exposed bombs correctly. Bombshell also allows you to choose between the classic game board with a square grid
or the new hex grid style board which can be easier for new players. You may also choose from three difficulty levels in all the

modes and styles for a total of twelve different game types to choose from.

One of the great improvements in Bombshell is the innovative touch/mouse interface. You can still touch quickly or click to
open a grid location or long press or right click to mark it as a bomb or with a question mark, but clicking on the numbers can

often be much faster and easier. When you touch or click a number next to the proper number of marked bombs it will open the
surrounding spaces. More importantly, touching or clicking a number that matches the number of unmarked grid locations

surrounding it will mark those spaces as bombs for you all at once. Don't worry, the interface is smart and will prevent you from
making mistakes and let's you know when you are attempting to do something that won't work. All of this leads to an improved

user experience and much faster game play.

Speaking of faster game play, each of the twelve modes supports three different types of leader boards: World Records, Daily
Records, and Local Records. World Records are kept on our server and track the three best times ever for that particular

combination of play mode, grid type, and difficulty. Daily Records are the top three times each day from around the world.
Local Records are the three best times ever on your individual device. And the records are shared among all device types, so,
you will be competing with the best minesweepers from around the world on PC's and mobile devices of all kinds. And your

score is recorded anonymously, so there is no need to register with any kind of player service to participate. Reading the global
records and writing you new best time when you beat one is the only information we pass to and from our server. Your privacy
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is assured and the leader boards are anonymous and family-friendly!
(Daily Records are reset each day at approximately midnight Eastern Standard Time.)

Another great feature in Bombshell is our animated 3D board. The numbers that still need bombs identified next to them will
slowly bounce up and down. Numbers with the correct number of bombs marked will stop moving. If you mark too many

bombs, the numbers with the incorrect number of bombs marked next to them will jiggle wildly to show you your error before
you make a fatal mistake! And if you accidentally click a bomb, when it explodes it will trigger the surrounding bombs in an

outward cascade. Each of these animated features can be individually turned on or off from the options panel. The options panel
also lets you choose which types of sounds you would like to hear so you can customize your experience to be perfect for you.

Bombshell is great on desktops, laptops, and tablets! It supports both mouse and touch screen play. Devices with smaller screens
will enjoy the ability to zoom and pan on the levels with larger grids.

Our goal was to create the best minesweeper game ever, and we are pretty proud of how Bombshell turned out. Let us know
what you think in the comments or forums, and feel free to contact our support team if you encounter any difficulties. We want

you to love our games!
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Awesome, but there's absolutely noone playing it, servers are empty and filled with bots ;/. This is a nifty adventure game for
those that like to read. Unfortunately it can be very short or as long as you want it to be, this is because there is essentially one
"map" and literally you only get to kill one person.

The concept behind it all is that you talk to everyone and pick the choices you want. Those choices will then affect the ending
you gain. Essentially you then play through again and again, each time picking different choices and the person you "claim"

Overall, there should be more to this game as I was hoping there would be something after the first level but literally the game
can last 2 minutes (if you randomly pick someone and don't care about the choices or how they affect the story) or hours long if
you decide to explore and go deeper trying to find every combination and choice. Intro
 TL;DR: Polyball is a marble rolling game in a low-poly artstyle with many features where features and exploration are strong,
but the gameplay itself is not as deep as others like Marble Blast. Got this game as a key from the developer. Since I have not
completed all the game, I also must inform that I've only completed worlds 0-2 (3). This review will be updated as I play more.

Gameplay: Best: 7.5, Worst: 4, Innovation: 2
 [Mechanics]
 Solid but not special. Unlike other games in the genre like Marble Blast, there are very few special mechanics, let alone unique
mechanics in this game. If you are looking for a game in this genre that's new and unique, you won't get it here. The mechanics
besides basic jumping and moving, as far as I've played: instant death, "balance" platforms, booster pads, jump pads.
 [Design]
 The game's design can be split into the couple worlds it has right now as well as misc. design. Overall, it's fluctuating but overall
okay.:
  [World 1... Um, Zero]
  Known as the "Great Forest" in game. And in my opinion, it is great... as it's the biggest highlight of the game as far as I
played. As the game has no unique mechanics to really surprise the player with, this world appears to be a start towards trying to
take advantage of another thing, exploration. The levels are pretty big, yet for some reason, most are still linear. However, it's
still solid.
  [World 2... Wait, One]
  Known as the "Volcano" in game... but is more like "Bright Glowing Pizza Land". This is probably the lowest moment of the
game, since most levels have the platforms (brown) blend in with the walls (almost the same shade of brown) and also at an
angle where you can't exactly see the shape of the next platform! The linearity of the levels get even stronger with this one.
  [World 3... Er, Two]
  Known as the "Desert" in game... but is more like "Slowly Shrinking Chopstick Land". The game seems to push away from
exploration and go with simple platforming which is fine, but seems misguided since it is of course, simple. There is nothing too
bad about this section.
  [World 4... Actually, Three]
  Known as the "Space" in game... I've only played around 4 levels. Only problem is the fact that along with the camera jitter,
there are so many models on screen it will frameskip a lot.
  [Miscellaneous]
  The camera has "mouse acceleration" and if you have a bad framerate or even just a few skips, you will find yourself making
360's for no reason on a frameskip if you're looking around. That screwed me over a couple of times.
 [Features]
 Each level has 3 main notable things about them: "shards" (100 points, and you can use them to buy cosmetics in the shop), goal
time, and hidden trophies. The game has a lot of customization available to you, including a lot of choices for marble
shape/color bought with "shards" found in the levels (graphically annoying when you hit them softly and it still resembles a
shard that has not been taken yet). Level selection is completely linear besides the extra levels.

Graphics: Best: 7, Worst: 3, Innovation: 0
 [Game]
 It's a low-poly artstyle which has been done before, and it's done well here too... besides the "glowing pizza" zone that I referred
to earlier. Nothing too special, though.
 [UI]
 Decent. There are some particularly annoying elements, however, like not being able to know if you passed a par time or score,
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as well as not showing if you got the trophy of that area. It would also benefit from customization options.
 + Decent otherwise
 - Bad second chapter

Story: 5, Innovation: 0
 This game has a "story mode", but there's not really a story. It's more of an excuse to have different backdrops/looks for each
level. Not much to say here.

Sound: 7.5, Innovation: 0
 There are no sound clashes and the music is pretty good and it fits. I especially like the effects when you are going too slow.

Replayability: 7.5, Innovation: 3
 There is a lot of replayability in the game as with the other games in this genre. You do get to see world bests and their marble-
ghost.

Overall: 7
 Positives
  + Unique world exploration
  + Good amount of features
  + Speedrun-friendly
 Negatives
  - Gameplay depth is shallow
  - Price is high if you aren't going for replayability
 I recommend this game to
  - Speedrunners who want more levels
  - People who would like a small amount of exploration elements
 I don't recommend this game to
  - People looking for something new and unique
 Misc
  + Devs respond to community. I finally felt young again.. Fantastic puzzle game. If the premise interests you at all absolutely
pick it up.. If you buy it on sale (and don't mind stories that end on cliff hangers) it's a good turn based strategy game that's easy
to pick up and plays a bit with the traditional rock-paper-scissors by creating 4 classes of troops.. Maybe it's a bit hard to learn
but at the same time it's very deep and historical. Just pass the tutorial, read the Manual and you will like it. Even though it's a
turn-based game that could be an obstacle for paradox fans don't be afraid to check this out. You won't be disappointed. I've
been playing this game for years and i still enjoy it. 9/10. i liked it but however game is hard but i wished devleopers added a
diffuity levels - easy to hard - its would be brillant option. Everyone on Newgrounds likes the game.
Everyone on Steam hates the game.
Me? I just try to use as many custom character slots as I can.
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Not great. No options, hard to control on PC.. This game is pretty much a carbon copy of the first game, Sparkle Unleashed.

My opinion of this game remains the same as my opinion on the first game.

The art is dull, the game-play is dull, everything is pretty much dull and boring.
The only thing that is not dull in this game is the voice acting. The voice actor has an amazing voice and is very talented in his
storytelling.

Nothing new really happens to the game-play throughout the entire game except for the power-ups you unlock which are not
unique, their pretty much the same power-ups every Match-3 game ever had.

There are heaps of other Match 3 games miles ahead of this one in quality, game-play and... pretty much every aspect.

This game, along with Sparkle Unleashed, feel like the core game-play and mechanics has been stolen from Zuma.. Fun little
tower defense game. However, it is quite "child-like" and any adults looking for more than a "distraction" won't find much.

It's an easy experience, fun and mind-numbing when you need it to be. It's definitely not something to get jazzed up about, but
it's worth it for $5 or less.. Lovely game play - simple, addictive and makes you think. Great little puzzle generator. Great stuff..
Pretty cute little Hidden Object Adventure.
Saying that the game took me a solid 90 minuntes to complete I'd say not really worth the $5 full price,
(cause personally that would mean the game would need a solid 5 hours worth of entertaining gameplay within it)
but the price I payed ($1.24) is a little more along the lines of equal pricing for entertainment value.

Yes the game is a bit mono-tone with it's color pallet, but honestly what else are you going to do with a desert\/mummy
storyline? Not use sandy like colors?
Honestly when it comes to the color pallet I felt it fit perfectly, and made the game suck me in better.

I could live with the cutscenes being a tad more animated and less comic book like, but that's cause I'm so use to other games
not having still images interact with each other and having it called a cutscene.

As for Storyline which has been said it's not entertaining enough to keep people's attention?
  ~ Yes it's slower than it should be to keep people's attention
  ~ Yes it feels like you're living the plot of Groundhog Day for the first half of the game.
  ~ Yes it's short
  ~ Yes it's a simple plot (Cat runs off, you get trapped in a Pyramid, you need to find your way out. Everything I just named
you should know by 5-10 minutes into the game if that) but it's pretty cute reguardless.

The Hidden Object Scenes:
  ~ Are very mono-toned with the color pallet
  ~ Are somewhat repeative
But despite that I personally still enjoyed them

Over all, I recommend the game for the fact that it's simple enough to finish in a single afternoon so it's a really good "lazy day"
game which in all honesty I play Hidden Object games when Im tired or too lazy to try to play something like a Puzzle
Platformer xD
If you are turned off by anything I listed for the game, I'd say don't buy it cause if y discription of the game discourages you
then it's clearly not your style and you're not going to be happy with it if you buy it.. I picked this game up on a completely
impulsive whim, and it entertained me for much longer than I thought it would. It kind of addictive in the same way that a
mobile game is, but more involved. I was genuinly surprised how much I ended up enjoying the characters. The retro style was
fun and charming,

The soundtrack was fantastic, and often gets stuck in me head, and I really can't complain about that.. When a game has lots of
spelling/grammar/mechanics errors, fails to change the default Unity font, and even capture the mouse, you can tell there's a
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serious problem.. One of the best VR games I've seen so far.. this game hasn't put out an update in nearly a year. i'm pretty sure
it's another dead early access title on steam. i wish there was a way for the community to petition steam to remove scam games
like this.. I love this.
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